The World’s Deepest
New Year’s Cryptic
by Ucaoimhu

ACROSS
1. After a revolution, endlessly weak soldiers enlist (4 2)
5. Titania, for example, loves cookies (5)
10n + 6. Stick with which a ball is caught and thrown, and, surprisingly, scores (6)
10n + 7. Shout “hollow pot,” describing what diggers may work in (5)
10n + 9. Cared for a pooch before wild stag party (6)
10n + 12. Performs again with real English deer (6)
10n + 13. “The 18th Element”: a nickname for a male person keeping guard, primarily (5)

DOWN
1. Footwear is a hit (4)
2. For example, repeatedly pinching or flipping Mr. Clooney (6)
3. Inquistive child turns over fork (4)
4. Small-minded, grasping Romeo is physically attractive (6)
10n + 7. When held by a giant bird headed skyward, we cringe (5)
10n + 8. Disk left of predatory Animalia’s top-notch electromagnetic nonuniformities (5)
10n + 10. Try to find the front of this framework (5)
10n + 11. Rotten ones on the outskirts of Laredo, ultimately encircling bit of string (5)
10n + 14. Eat hash or egg (5)
10n + 15. Letters on the exterior of gasoline tanks finally upsetting alien successor of Beau? (5)
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